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ABSTRACT. M. C. R. Butler has shown that if A is an artin algebra of finite

representation type, then the almost split sequences generate the relations for

the Grothendieck group of A. This paper is primarily devoted to proving the

converse of Butler's result, i.e. A is of finite representation type if the almost

split sequences generate the relations for the Grothendieck group of A.

Introduction. Throughout this note we assume R is a commutative artin ring

and A is an P-algebra which is a finitely generated P-module. All A-modules are

assumed to be finitely generated left A-modules. We denote the category of all such

modules by mod A. Also we choose a fixed full subcategory ind A of mod A whose

objects are a complete set of nonisomorphic indecomposable A-modules. Letting

Ko (mod A, 0) be the free abelian group with basis the isomorphism classes \M\ of

A-modules M modulo the subgroup generated by elements of the form [A] + [C] —

[AHC], we have the following well known facts:

(a) The set {[M] | M in ind A} is a free basis for Ko (mod A, 0);

(b) Ko (mod A, 0) modulo the subgroup generated by elements of the form [A] +

[C] — [B], where there is an exact sequence 0 —► A —» B —> C ^ 0, is the

Grothendieck group K"0(modA) of mod A.

Since the [M] with M in ind A form a natural basis for the generators of K0

(mod A) it is reasonable to ask if there is a natural basis for the relations of

Ko(modA), i.e. for Ker0 where <?!>:Ko(modA,0) —> Äo(modA) is the canonical

epimorphism. In [5] M. C. R. Butler showed that if A is of finite representation

type (i.e. ind A has only a finite number of objects) then Ker <f> is generated by the

elements [A] + [C] - \B\ in Ko (mod A, 0) such that there is a special kind of exact

sequence 0—> A —> £ —> C —> 0 called an almost split sequence. One of our aims

in this note is to show that the generators given by Butler are linearly independent

as well as proving the converse of Butler's theorem. The fact that we had obtained

these results was announced by Butler in [5] but the proofs were never published.

As was the case with Butler's work, our proofs depended heavily on categorical

arguments. Another of our purposes here is to show that these functorial arguments

can be avoided by considering the bilinear form (, ): .Ko(modA,0)x.Ko(modA,0) —►

Z given by (A, B) = Ir Hom(A, B) for all A and B in mod A where Ir means length

as a P-module. While this form has been used implicitly in various situations,

Benson and Parker (see [4]) were the first to consider it explicitly and develop

its basic properties, some of which we include for the sake of completeness in the

following section.
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1. Basic properties of the bilinear form. The properties of the form of

interest to us are derived from the existence and basic properties of almost split

sequences. We start this section with a brief review of almost split sequences (see

[2, 3] for more details).

An exact sequence 0—> A —>B-> C —► 0 is called an almost split sequence if it

has the following properties:

(a) A and C are indecomposable.

(b) For each X in ind A define the End Xop-module Sc(X) by means of the exact

sequence of End Xop-modules

0 -4 (X, A) -» (X, B) -> (X, C) - Sc(X) -» 0

where ( , ) means Horn a ( , ). Then

{i)Sc{x) = oax^€,
(ii) Sc(X) is the unique simple End Cop-module if X — C.

(c) For each X in ind A, define the End X-module SA(X) by means of the exact

sequence of End X-modules 0 -> (C,X) -» (B,X) -» (A,X) -» SA(X) -* 0. Then

(i) 5A(X) = 0if AfX,
(ii) SA(X) is the unique simple End A-module when X — A.

We now associate with each X in ind A elements rx and lx in K"o(modA) which

play a fundamental role in the rest of this note.

Let C be in ind A. If C is not projective, then there is a unique, up to isomorphism

almost split sequence 0—* A —> B ^ C —> 0 (see [2]). We then associate with C the

element re = [A] + [C] - [B] in K0(mod A, 0). If C is projective we let rc — [C] - [rC]

where r is the radical of A. The following properties of the elements rc will be used

constantly in this note.

LEMMA 1.1.   Let C be in ind A.

(a) For each X in ind A we have (X, rc) = 0 if X ^ C and rc — Ir(Sc(X)) ^ 0

ifX = C;
(b) (C,X)/(C,rc) = lEndC°p(C,X) for all X in ind A.

PROOF. The proof is an easy consequence of (b) of the definition of almost

split sequences given above and that rC is the unique maximal submodule of an

indecomposable projective module C (see [4, Theorem 3.4]).

We now define I a for each A in ind A. If A is not injective, there is a unique up

to isomorphism almost split sequence 0 —> A —> B —> C —>0. We then associate

with A the element I a — [A] + [C] - [B] in K"0(modA,0). If A is injective, then

define I a = [A] - [A/Soc A], where Soc A is the socle of A. The following properties

of the elements I a will be used constantly in this note.

LEMMA 1.2.   Let A be in ind A.

(i) For each X in ind A we have (Ia,X) = 0 if A ¿ X and (U,X) = lRSA(X)

¿(0)ifX = A.
(ii) (X, C)/{lc, C) = ZEndc(X, C) for all X in ind A.

PROOF. Dual of Lemma 1.1.

The main reason for introducing the elements rc and I a in Ko (mod A, 0) is given

in the following.
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PROPOSITION 1.3.   Let x be an element in Ko (mod A,0).  Then we have

(a) (x,rc)/(C,rc) is an integer for each C in ind A and

x=    J2   ({*,rc)/(C,rc))[C\.
Ceind A

(b) (I a,x) j (I a, A) is an integer for each A in ind A and

x=    £   ({Ia,x)/(Ia,A))[A}.
AeindA

PROOF,   (a) Let x = £ceindAac[C].  Then (x,rx) = ax{X,rx) for all X in

ind A since (C, rx) = 0 if C ± X.

(b) Proven similarly.

As an immediate consequence of this proposition we have

COROLLARY 1.4.   The following are equivalent for x in .Ko(modA,0):

(a) x = 0;

(b) {x, C) — 0 for all C in ind A;
(c) (A, x) = 0 for all A in ind A.

The following criteria for modules to be isomorphic is an immediate consequence

of this corollary. An earlier unpublished functorial proof now appears in [1].

COROLLARY 1.5.   The following are equivalent for X and Y in mod A.

(a) X&Y.
(b) (X, C) = (Y, C) for all C in ind A.
(c) (A,X) = (A,Y) for all A in ind A.

PROOF. Let x = [X}- [Y] in Corollary 1.2.

We now apply Corollary 1.5 to prove the following "converse" of that corollary.

PROPOSITION 1.6. The following are equivalent for a full subcategory C_ of

ind A.
(a) £2 = ind A.
(b) X and Y in mod A are isomorphic if (C, X) = (C, Y) for all C in C.

(c) X and Y in mod A are isomorphic if (X,C) = (Y,C) for all C in ind A.

PROOF. That (a) implies (b) and (c) has already been shown.

(b) implies (a). Suppose Z is in ind A — Ç. Then (C, r¿) — 0 for all C in C. If Z

is projective, then this implies that (C, r_Z) — (C, Z) for all C in C. Hence rZ = Z

which is a contradiction. If Z is not projective and rz — X — Y + Z then we have

that (C, X H Z) = (C, Y) for all C in Q. Hence X H Z = Y which contradicts the

fact that 0—>X—>F—>Z—>0isan almost split sequence since in such a sequence

Z is not a summand of Y (see [2, Proposition 3.3]). Hence ind A — C = 0 which

shows that (b) implies (a).

We end this section with the following easily verified but important result.

PROPOSITION 1.7. Each of the sets of elements {rc}c€ind a and {lc}ceind\

in Ko (mod A, 0) is linearly independent.

PROOF. This is an easy consequence of the fact that if X and C are in ind A,

then (X,rc) = 0 = (lc,X) if and only if X ^ C.
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2. Proof of main results. This section is devoted to applying the results

in §1 to proving the results described in the introduction. We begin with some

preliminary results which are of interest in their own right.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose A is of finite representation type. Then for each x

in Ko(modA,0) we have

(a) (C,x)/(C,rc) is an integer for each C in ind A and

x=    T   ((C,x)/(C,rc))rc.
Cgind A

(b) (x, A) I (I a, A) is an integer for each A in ind A and

x=    £   ((x,A)/(lA,A))lA.

AeindA

Hence {rcjcemdA and {lAJAeindA are free bases for Ko(modA,0).

PROOF, (a) That (C,x)/(C,rc) is an integer for each C in ind A follows from

the fact that (C,X)/(C,rc) = ¿EndC°p(C, X) for each X in ind A (see Lemma

1.1). Therefore y = J2ceind\((C, x)/{C,rc))rc is an element of If(modA). Since

(C, x) = (C, y) for all C in ind A, it follows by Corollary 1.4 that x = y which proves

(a), (b) Proven similarly to part (a).

The rest of the proposition is a trivial consequence of (a) and (b) and Proposition

1.7.
We can now prove the following characterization of A being of finite representa-

tion type.

THEOREM 2.2.   The following statements are equivalent for A.

(a) A ¿a of finite representation type.

(b) {rc}ceindA generates K0(modA,0).

(c) {¿Aj-AeindA generates K0(modA,0).

PROOF. Since we have just proven that (a) implies (b) and (c), it only remains

to show that (b) implies (a) and (c) implies (a).

(b) implies (a). Let X be in ind A. Then X = J^ceind a ax,c^c and so (C,X) =

ax,c(C,rc) for each C in ind A. Since only a finite number of aXtc ^ 0, it follows

that there are only a finite number of C in ind A such that (C, X) ^ 0. This implies

A is of finite representation type since every C in ind A has a nonzero morphism to

a simple A-module and there are only a finite number of simple modules in ind A.

(c) implies (a). Similar to (b) implies (a).

We now show how Theorem 2.2 gives the results promised in the introduction.

THEOREM 2.3. Let P be the full subcategory of ind A consisting of the projective

modules in ind A. Then {rc}ceindA-p generates Ker(/> where cp:Ko(modA, 0) —>

Ko (mod A) is the canonical surjection if and only if A is of finite representation

type. Further, if A is of finite representation type, then {rc}c€ind\-p is a basis

for Kercj).

PROOF. First we observe that (j)(rc) — 0 if C is not projective and 4>(rc) —

[C/rC] if C is projective. Hence if {rc}ce\ndh-p generates Ker<?!>, then

{jclcsind A-P U {rp}pep
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generates Ko(modA,) since {4>(rp)}p^p — {[P/ür*]}peP generates Ko(modA). It

now follows from Theorem 2.2 that A is of finite representation type.

Suppose now that A is of finite representation type. Then by Theorem 2.2

we know that {rc}ceindA is a basis for K"o(modA, 0) and so each element x in

Ko (mod A, 0) can be written as J2cePacrc + EpeP°prp- ^ow ^(^ ^ 0 if and

only if Epsp^p^p) = Hp^aplP/rP] = 0. But ^P6pßP[F/rP] = 0 in

Ko(mod A) if and only if each ap = 0 since the family of elements {[P/rP]}p€p in

KTo(modA) is a basis for Ko(modA). Hence if x is in Ker$, then x = YlcéPacrc

and so {rc}ceindA-p generates Ker (p. Clearly {rcjceindA-p is linearly indepen-

dent since by Proposition 1.7 we have that {rc}ceindA is linearly independent.
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